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Remcos RAT 

 
Executive Summary 
Remcos RAT, or remote access tool, is a legitimate application intended for use by administrators for remote access 
and maintenance. It has recently been used as part of attempted cyberattacks, leveraging COVID-related phishing 
themes to disguise it as part of the payload. 

 
Overview and Functionality 
Remcos is a Windows-based remote access tool (RAT), developed in both the C++ and Delphi languages, and 
maintained by a cybersecurity company called Breaking Security. As of May 2020, Remcos version 2.5.0 is available 
with limited features for free or as a full version offered under various licenses for a price ranging from €58.00 –  
€389.00. The most recent set of instructions for the use of version 2.4.7 can be found here. However, beginning in 
2016, Remcos has been sold and exchanged in hacker forums and used for criminal purposes, often as part of a 
cyberattack. It’s known to be distributed through phishing campaigns and delivered via malicious Microsoft Office 
documents and specifically macros, which help it bypass Microsoft Windows’ User Account Control in order to 
execute the software at a high privilege level. 

 
Remcos includes the following basic functionality: 

 
• Remote Access – Remcos’ primary functionality is remote access. It allows for remote access and 

administration of one or many systems over a local network or the Internet. This includes multithread, 
remote scripting and command line as well as service manager, remote proxy via the SOCKS5 protocol, 
point-and-click GUI access and other administrative functions. 

• Operational Security and Reliability – Remcos utilizes a custom TCP-based protocol for encryption and a 
keepalive system and maintain security and availability of the connection with the remote section 

• Surveillance, Data Collection and Monitoring – Remcos is capable of leveraging many functions of the 
remote system including tracking its location, deep inspection, file search and access to cameras and 
microphones. 

 
There are two considerations when defending an information infrastructure from Remcos. First is the use of Remcos 
for unauthorized access to the enterprise network in question. This can be prevented with the implementation of 
generic security practices such as a hardened perimeter, defense in depth, security training for end users and 
patching along with continuous monitoring and a hunt capability. The second consideration is the prevention of 
Remcos use on an enterprise network for the purposes of further exploitation (either internally or externally). This 
can also be mitigated with the basic security practices previously noted, as well as implementation of the indicators 
of compromise at the end of this report. 

 
There are some sources that characterize Remcos as malware because it is frequently part of criminal and other 
hostile activities in cyberspace. However, it appears that it is sold by its developers and intended to be used as a 
legitimate tool for authorized access and administration of systems, despite its abuse and misuse. 

 
In early 2020, Remcos has been used in COVID-19 themed phishing campaigns with the apparent attempt to deploy 
the software and use it to steal credentials, control the target system remotely and even convert the system into a 
zombie as part of a botnet. 
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https://breaking-security.net/remcos/free/
https://breaking-security.net/shop/remcos/
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https://breaking-security.net/wp-content/uploads/dlm_uploads/2018/07/Remcos-Instructions-Manual-rev17.pdf
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Appendix A: Indicators of Compromise 
The following indicators will identify instances of Remcos. It’s worth noting that the below list is not comprehensive 
and therefore not all versions, especially the most recent release, will be detected with the below IOCs. 

 
Type Indicator 
Hash 8710e87642371c828453d59c8cc4edfe8906a5e8fdfbf2191137bf1bf22ecf81 
Hash fc0fa7c20adf0eaf0538cec14e37d52398a08d91ec105f33ea53919e7c70bb5a 
Hash ff64d7dc2f60fd79304639393cf70fed82e3eb1395d9f331ba123bd4e5f75923 
SHA-256 Hash cf624ccc3313f2cb5a55d3a3d7358b4bd59aa8de7c447cdb47b70e954ffa069b 
SHA-256 Hash 1108ee1ba08b1d0f4031cda7e5f8ddffdc8883db758ca978a1806dae9aceffd1 
SHA-256 Hash 6cf0a7a74395ee41f35eab1cb9bb6a31f66af237dbe063e97537d949abdc2ae9 
SHA-256 Hash abdcc6fbcd43d3c536d80127000ea469a4dc1c32ec819d32ab35ceb3070e0edd 
SHA-256 Hash af37a152c8605763868b29dbdfcc656514b815177982f40deb02315c83e68e2 
MD5 Hash 4dfea420e3fcca712cf692cc3471bf8f 
MD5 Hash 7096b341aafc041d91058d42045ab314 
SHA1 3d39183fa5e6643fa449a950429e91457729c40c 
SHA1 edbf6f6850cb089f86593207908e6dce0b12e576 
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